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Reduced Trussing Labor

Current # of trussers Potential # of people

5 2

Reduced Additional Line Labor

Current # of people on line Potential # of people on line

9 7

Increased Production

Current BPM Proposed BPM

20 24

The Scott Automated Poultry 
Trusser technical specifications.

The missing piece 
for complete poultry 
automation
Minimize the financial impact of labor reliance, RSI  
and, EHS issues while increasing efficiency and output.  
The Scott Automated Poultry Trusser processes more 
rotisserie-ready birds with improved first pass production. 
The benefits of automated trussing are clear.

AUTOMATED
POULTRY 
 TRUSSER

 Two robots per line truss 24 birds per  
 minute - 5 seconds per bird per robot.

 Single-loop trussing with 3 strand  
 polyester elastic; set to a figure 8 truss  
 with double loop around the hock. 

 Designed as a standardised product with  
 OEM proprietary standard components.

 Optional tail cutting.
 Wash down ready.
  Tighter trussing improves quality  

and decreases transportation waste.
  Small footprint, modular system that is 

configurable for machine options.
 Designed for quick installation  
 providing minimal disruption to  
 production timelines.

Industry leaders in automation

With over 20 years experience across 
the meat processing industry, Scott 
understands the complexities of dealing 
with tight timelines, perishable products 
and health and safety regulations.
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Developed with leading US poultry  
processors; the Scott Automated 
Poultry Trusser is set to revolutionize 
the industry.

As the first in the world to automate this process, 
this patented technology delivers exceptional 
quality results and positive financial returns. 
Be one of the first to benefit from the energy 
efficiency, increased production, and lower labor 
costs of automated trussing.

 Supported by Scott’s North Carolina facility    
 with US service technicians and spareparts

 Patented technology
 Developed for the US market

 

US consumer demand for rotisserie chicken is growing 
year on year.  Deli WOGs offer $0.15/lbs increase over 
cut up. The Scott Automated Poultry Trusser delivers 
increased production volume, our customers are 
seeing ROI ranging from 12 to 18 months. 


